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There once was a little star in the sky, called Twinkly.  Although it 

wasn’t the brightest star of all, everyone loved it because it was cheerful 

and kind-hearted and it always kept company to every star that felt lonely.  

Twinkly was also the best storyteller in the whole sky.  Its stories enchanted 

all the stars and made them brighter. 

Unfortunately, as our little hero was narrating one of its most beautiful 

tales to the other stars, it fell from the sky- as it happens to every star- 

before it had finished its story.  That night there was no star shining in the 

sky.  Everyone was so sad and they all missed Twinkly a lot. 

At that very moment, something magical happened on Earth.  A little boy 

called Edward, was wandering around the streets of a big city, alone, sad 

and without any friends…His parents’ job made them move places every 

year and now he was in a new, unfriendly city for one more time.. 

“I will never be able to have a true friend” said Edwards with tearful eyes.  

Immediately, a strong lightning flashed and when Edwards opened his eyes 

he saw a little fallen star on the street in front of him. 

“Hello my dear Edward. I am here to make your wish come true!” 

“I don’t want to be alone anymore. I want to have all my friends back. They 

are so far away and I miss them so much!” said Edward full of despair. 

“Your wish will come true” replied Twinkly and broke into thousands of tiny 

pieces that travelled to distant places to find Edward’s friends.   

On that day, eTwinning was born. It was five years ago, as far as I can 

remember.  From that day on, all the children have been able to find their 

friends even those of them who lived in far away places.  And even those 

children who feel lonely have the chance to meet new friends through 

eTwinning.   

When Twinkly’s mission on earth was over, the “Star Fairy” took it back up 

in the sky.   Twinkly was with his friends again and it had even more exciting 

stories to tell them.  The stars were shining again in the sky brighter than 

ever.  Edward and his friends never felt lonely again.  

And if you ever feel lonely, join eTwinning, Twinkly and Edward and 

all of their friends will be there, waiting to keep you good company. 

 

The End…The End…The End…The End…    



    


